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(57) Abstract: Interactive product auditing with a mobile device is described. Example methods disclosed herein include perform
ing, with an auditing device, image recognition based on a first set of candidate patterns accessed by the auditing device lo identify a

o first product in a. first region of interest of a segmented image. The disclosed example methods also include prompting, with the
auditing device, a user to enter input associated with a first grid of the first region of interest displayed on a display, the first grid in

o cluding the first product The disclosed example methods further include determining, with the auditing device, a second set of can
didate patterns to use to Identify a second product in a second region of interest of the segmented image, the second set of candidate
patterns determined based on the user input and a group of products identified in a neighborhood of the first region of interest.



FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

T his disclosure relates generally to product auditing and, mor particularly, to

interactive product auditing with a device.

BACKGROUND

| ] Shelf are typically pe ormed by sending auditors to stores to collect

information abou different products in the stores. In examples, shelf audits ar

completed performing image recognition on point of sale images taken by t e auditors,

for example, retail establishments, product manufacturers, and or other business

establishments may take advantage of image recognition techniques performed on

photographs taken in such establishments (e.g., pictures of product shelving) to identify

quantises and/or types of products m inventory, to identity shelves that need o be restocked

and/or the frequency with which products need restocking to recognize an read product

barcodes, t assess product arrangements and displays, etc I age recognition may be used to

identify consumer packaged goods displayed on store shelves. In some examples, image

recognition applications or programs attempt to identif products depicted in images of a

she f taken at a oi f sa e After the i age recognition application or program has

analyzed the point-of-sale image, an auditor manually reviews the results to verify the

accuracy and/or make corrections. An auditor typically has to adjust or modify information in

the results.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0β€ | FIG 1 a block diagram of an example environment in which an example

auditing device constructed in. accordance with the teachings of this disclosure to perform

interactive product auditing.



10004} FIG. 2 s a diagram of an example implementation i p e ni d b the

auditing device of F G , .

[CHIOS] FIGS, 3-12 are example p s of a user interface on the auditing

device of F GS . 1 and/or 2 t perform interactive d auditing,

6J F G , 13 is a flowchart representative of example machine-readable

instructions fo interactive product auditing that may be executed by the example auditing

device o FIGS. I and/or 2 .

0 0 7} F G . 14 is a flowchart representative of example machine-readable

instnscdons for updating a candidate pattern list that may be executed by the example

aa d tin device of FIGS, 1 and/or 2..

fi FIG. 5 is a flowchart representative of example machine-readable

instructions for updating a key performance indicators that may be executed by the example

auditing device of FIGS. 1 and/or 2.

| 0 F G 16 is a block diagram of an example processor platform str c ed to

execute he example maehine-readabte mstr c ions of FUGS. .1.3, 4 , and/or .1.5 implemented

by the example anditing e of FIGS. I and/or 2,

00 0 Wherever possible, the same reference s w l be used tiuoughont the

drawing ) and accompanying written description to refer to the- same or like parts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

| ·β .1. | Manafactnrers are interested in measuring effectiveness of product

advertisements. n some examples, manufactures perform shelf audits to analyze- o

products are being sold in stores and to measure Key Indicators ( P&) that

provide information related to the manners n which the products are presented in the stores

and- whether the stores are displaying the p rodir according to the an ufae tn ers

specifications, Typically, shelf auditing is. labor Intensive a d costly task. For example in



prior shelf audits* a sales representative visits each store a d manually collects o e or more

variables related to the display of each product of Interest Such va ables may include in-

store location, number of facings, whether products holes are present, and whether products

ar out-o -sto n s examples, collecting product information includes the sales

representative anuall scan barcodes for products that appears on shelves, which s

potentially time consuming. Furthermore, the quality of the data collected using such

methods may b inaccurate,

I 12 n some examples, the audit data is collected using image recognition

techniques, which allow the process to be partially automated, some such examples, th

sales .representative's- involvement m th audit is li it d to taking pictures of the shelves that

ar to be audited. Using mage recognition techniques is typically more accurate than having

the sales representative manuall scan barcodes to obtain information, but requires that the

pictures be sent to a central location for processing h some such examples, processing th

images and verifying the results is performed by a human and is time consuming, inefficient.,

and cosily,

|¾0!3] Disclosed herein are example auditing methods, apparatus/systems, and

articles f manufacture (e,g., physical storage media) that may be implemented o perform

interactive product auditing with an auditing device using image recognition, thus improving

the speed at which results are obtained, as well as th accuracy of the results. Interactive

product auditing as disclosed herein ca significantly reduce the turn-around time of

receiving shelf audit results enabling the user to capture the point of sale image(s) and

immediately vie and modify results (e.g., which may include a segmented image created

based on the point of sale image, Performance indietors (KPis , etc.) using the auditing

device. Such interactive product auditing can increase the accuracy and efficiency of the

results. For example, the user can fix errors in the results and/or immediately collect ore



information related to the products recognized in th point of sale image. Thus, in some

examples, the results from the auditing device and obtained at th time of the in

store audit are the final results and do not requite additional processing,

| 4| n examples disclosed herein, shelf auditing s completed using an exa pl

auditing application executed o the auditing device. The auditing application

includes a user interface that enables a user (e.g., the sales representative) to capture on or

ore point-of-sale images of a product shelf using a camera on the auditing device, in some

examples the auditing application analyzes the quality of the point of sale images and, if

necessary, performs image stitching using the auditing device to create a single from

multiple point-of-sale images of the same product shelf, In some examples, a set of candidate

patterns (e.g., a candidate pattern list) is used as a guide when performing the image

recognition. n so e such examples, the initial candidate pattern list is determined based on

the store, a product t pe and/or .a user input, etc.

) In so e examples, th auditing application prompts the user, via the user

interface., for an input related to the position (e.g., top, middle, or bottom) of a region of

interest (e.g.. each shelf). Based on the input from the user, the auditing device, som

examples, performs image recognition on the shelf individually and displays, via the user

interlace, the auditing results for the shelf to the user. Th results may include, for example, a

segmented image created from th point-of-sale mage using mage recognition techniques

an P s indicating variables related to each pro uct ) depicted in the image. The

segmented mage Includes, for example, a region of interest, a grid, a confidence level

associated with each shel f, and an indication of whether the user reviewed the results for each

shelf. The P is include, for example, respective shares of shelf space occupied by the

different products, a task list fo th user to complete, assortment compliance, etc. In some

examples, the auditing application enables the user to modif the results in an interactive



way, such as allowing the user to fix errors in the results, including errors in the segmented

and/or the . Errors include, for example, failure of the image recognition

system to fi d a product in a particular location on the shelf, a niisidentification of a product,

a nii identi ation of one or more associa ted with the product ( .g . share of shell

number of facings, etc), etc,

] In some examples, the- interactive a application executed b the

auditing device considers input(s) fro the user related to a first region of interest (e.g., a first

shelf) iu the- segmented image when performing image recognition on th remaining regions

of interest (e.g., other shelves), thus increasing the accuracy of image recognition results for

the s bse uent shelves. For example, the candidate pattern list used to recognize products on

subsequent shelves can be updated based on the np ut from the user ¾ the products

Identified in relation to d e first shell in so e such the input s f the user

include a verification of products identified or a modification of th results due to a error in

the recognition of the products. I some examples, the user verifies and/or modifies the

results of each region of interest on the auditing device prior to transmitting the results to a

server for view b a client n such examples, ke auditing device sends the results (e.g.,

segmented P s, etc.) and the point of sale images t a central server. In so e

examples, the auditing device performs the shelf audit without requi ng an internet

connection and later connects to the internet to transmit the results to the central server.

pit)!?] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example environment 0 in which an

example auditing device 102, constructed in accordance with the teachings of this disclosure,

operates to perform interactive audits of product shelves in a store. In the Illustrated example,

the auditing device 2 is a smartphone. However, in other examples, the auditing device 102

can for example, a mobile device, a tablet, a laptop computer, and/or any other suitable



device. The example device 102 is described in farther detail i n connection with

IG , 2 below.

The example environment 100 includes example a central server 04

eormrmtatively coupled to the auditing- devi c 102 to synchronize information with the

auditing device 102. n some examples, the example central server 104 communicates with

the auditing devic 102 via a wireless internet network. Additionally or alternatively, in som

examples, the central server 104 communicates with the auditing device 102 using any other

suitable communication protocol, including ut ot limited to, a cellular network, a data

network, Blue-tooth, Radio-Frequency dentirl ad on (RF D) Near Field Communication

(NFC), or a wired internet connection, etc. In so e examples, product shelf audit data and/or

results are communicated between the central server . 4 auditing device 102. For

example, the central server 104, m some examples., transmits patterns and/or images to the

auditing device 102. n some examples, the auditing device 102 transmits reported results

(e g. image-based results and/or P s to the central server 104,

( In the illustrated example, th -example environment 100 in c des example

pattern database 10 in communication- with the central server 104 via any wired and/or

wireless network. T h example pattern database 106 includes, in so examples, patterns

corresponding to products to be audited b th auditing device .1.02. n som examples, the

auditing device 102 performs image recognition using the patterns (e.g., which may be

reference images, graphics, etc, of prod c s- f-i tc rest to match the patterns with products

-on the product shelf. In some examples, the example pattern database 10 cormmmicates with

th central server 104 to synchronic patterns to the auditing device 102.. Additionally or

alternatively, the auditing device 10 2 ay be in direct communication with the pattern

database 106. n some examples, e patterns are communicated to the d it ng device .1.02

prior to the user arriving at a store to perform an audit. I such examples, the user Is able to



audit the products in the store without e o ec mg io the central server 104 and/or the

pattern database 106. .m examples, the auditing device 102 may be iu om cation

(e,g, vi a wireless network) with the central 104 and/or the pattern database 106

while performing the product shelf audit i n the store, so e examples, the- uditing device

.1.02 creates new a new pattern b identifying a product on the product shelf that does not

match an existing pattern. n some such examples, the auditing device 102 communicates the

w pattern to the central server 1.04 arid/or th pattern database 106, In so e examples, the

example pattern database 106 is implemented by a server. Additionally or alternatively, the

pattern database 106 can be implemented by, for example, a mass storage device, suc as a

hard drive, a flash disk, a flash drive, etc,

(0020} n some examples, the illustrated example environment 100 includes an image

database 108, in some examples, the central server 104 is m communication with the image

database 08 via a wired and/or wireless network, in some examples, the example centra!

server 104 synchronizes dat and/or images between the example image database .1.08 and the

example auditing device 102. Additionally or alternatively, In some examples, the auditing

device 102 is in direct communication with the image database 108. n some examples, the

auditing device 10 transmits reported image-based results and/or point of sale images to the

central server 104 and/or the image database 10 , In some such examples, the central server

104 communicates the image-based results and/or point of sale images to the central server

10 and/or the image database 108. n some examples, the auditing device 102 transmits the

image-based results and/or the point of sale images immediately after obtaining the image-

based results and/or the point of sa e images, n other examples, the auditing devic 02

delays transmittal of the image-based results and/or the point of sale images until the auditing

device 102 is n communication with the central server 104 via a network connection (e.g..

such a a wireless and/or wired Internet connection). In some examples, th image database



10 transmits point of sa e images to the auditing device 102 and/or the server 104 n

some examples, the i age database 108 is in communication wit t e central server 4, the

auditing device 102, and/or the pattern database 106 via an wired or wireless connection. In

some examples, the example image database 108 is implemented by a server. Additionally or

alternatively, the image database 10 ca e implemented by, for example, a mass storage

device, as a hard drive, a flash disk, a flash drive, etc.

02 1] F G, 2 is a block diagram of an example Impie uent of the auditing device

02 of FIG. . n so e examples, the example .auditing device 102 includes an example

auditing device processor 202 structured to enable th auditing device to perform a product

shelf audit interactively. In some such examples, the processor 202 is operatively coupled to

additional of the auditing device 102, such as an example camera 204, an

example display 206, and/or an input/output (I/O) and/or other communication interface 208.

f 22 n th illustrated example, the auditing device 102 includes the exa pl

camera 204 operatively coupled to tire processor 202, In some examples, the camera 204

captures point of sale image(s) of a regio of interest (e.g., a product shelf) and

communicates the image(s) to the processor 202. In som examples, the camera 204 is

capable of scanning barcodes to provide additional input related to the products in th point

of sale image(s), and ay communicate th barcode to the -processor 202,

j0 23 The example auditing device 102 of the illustrated example includes an

example display 20 operatively coupled to the processor 202 The display 206, in some

examples, presents results to th use via a user interface (e.g., a interactive .and/or graphical

user interface) Implemented by the example processor 202 of the auditing device 02 In

some examples, th displ 206 s a touchscreen to simplify interaction between the auditing

device 102 an t e user when providing input related to the displayed results h some

examples, the user provides input in response to prompts on the display 206 commnnlcated



via .user interface. In some examples, the use provides to correct errors the

results presented to the user on, the display 206 via the user interface. F G S. 3-1.2 depict

example of the user interface that ay be implemented by the example

processor 202 using th example display 206 on the . auditing device 102,

some examples, the auditing devic 102 includes an example input/output

(I O) interface 208 opetativeiy coupled to the processor 202. The / interface 208 is

operative to communicate with n e examples, the central server 4 , the pattern

database 106, and/or the i age database . :0 8 of FIG, !n so e examples, the / interface

208 is operative to interactively communicate with the user using, for example, the displa

2 6, a but to n on the auditing device, a voice command, a gesture, a sensor to rece e input

from the user, etc In some such examples, the I/O interface 208 enables the user to provide

Input to the -user interface, via the display 206, related to the products on the region of Interest

(e.g.,, th product she f) and/or the results displayed to the user.

|¾ S| A n example implementation of the processor 202 of the example auditing

device 2 s also depicted i FIG, 2 . some examples, the example processor 202 of the

auditing device 0 2 includes an example image segmentor 2 0 , n some examples, th

example image segmentor 2:1.0 of the processor 202 receives the point of sale images from the

camera 204, n some examples where multipl point of sale age are captured for a product

shelf being evaluated, the image segmentor 2 0 per o s mag stitching to combine the

multiple images to create a single image corresponding to the product shelf. An example

image stitching process that ma be used in connection with th example m age segmentor

210 disclosed herein is described in detail in International Patent Application No.

PCT/ES2015/00007S (International Patent Publication No, }, d ied Methods and

Apparatus to Capture Photographs Using Mobile Devices, and filed on June 18, 0 15, which

is hereby incorporated b y reference in its entirety.



26| n some examples., the imag 1 defines segments n the image

that ma c n a products to be identified. In exa ples the image segmentor 210

designates the locations of the segments in segmented image by defining (e.g >,

rectangles/boxes, et ) around the segments and/or products. As used herein, the term

" nte i age" refers to a point of sale image that ha been segmented the image

segmentor 2 0, and when displayed, the segmented image ncludes for example, the image

content of the original image and the shapes (e.g., rectangles/boxes, etc) defining the

products identified in the image. In some examples, the segmented image is displayed as a

portion o th results (e.g., th image-based results) via the user interface and the display 2( 6 .

n some such examples, th image segmentor 2 0 displays the segmented image to the -user

via the user interface to enable a user to verif that the image is properly segmented -and/or

correct errors in the segmented n some examples, the user designates segments to be

added to the segmented image when reviewing and interacting w th the results using the user

interface on the display 206 of the auditing device 102. n som such examples, the user

interface of the auditing device 102 prompts the user to define and/or redefine the segments

in the segme te image, n other such examples, he user defines additional segments and/or

redefines existing segments to correct segmentation error(s) made by the image segmentor

2 10 Fo example, a segmentation error includes failing to create a segment for a product on

the shelf that is to b identified, creating segment where there s o product to be

creating a segment including too many products to b Identified, etc. In some examples, a

segment is created where there is no product on the shelf, which may correspond to an out-of-

stock product expected (e.g., based on stored/retrieved information from prior audit results)

to h i that location on the shell An example image -based result including a segmented

image designating example segments using boxes Is shown n IG. 3 which- ncludes an



e depiction of an example image based resul 300 displayed b the example user

interface implemented by the example processor 202

[ 0 7J n examples, the e defined by the image egmento 2 nclude

regions of r ere The regions of interest, n some examples, correspond to shelves e g.,

shelves of product shelving unit) identified in th image of the product l n unit.

x s f uch regions of interest corresponding to shelves are designated by, for example,

box 306 of F !G 3. Additionally or alternatively, i som examples, the regions of interest

correspond to an entire product shelving nit, a type, an individual product, and/or

any othe area in the point of sale image designated by e user as a region of interest. As

used here, the term "product shelving unit" refers to a section of store shelving that includes

multiple shelves, the terms "shelf and/or "shelves" refer to individual shelves of the product

shelving unit, th term "product type" refers to products o h product shelving unit and/or a

shelf that are identified as th same product, and the term "Individual product" refers to each

product o .the product shelving uni and/or a shelf, regardless of product type.

02 In some examples, the segment defined b the image segmentor 21.0 include

grids, In some examples, the girds correspond to a product type (e.g., multiple instances of an

individual product of the same product type are Included in the grin). Examples of grids

corresponding t the product type are depicted by, for example, box 308 of FIG. 3,

Additionally or alternatively, in other examples, the grids correspond to the product shelving

u it , a shelf, or an individual product.

| 29] I some examples, th processor 202 includes an example candidate pattern

selector 2 2. e example candidate pattern selector 2i2, in some examples, communicates

with the pattern database to download patterns from the pattern database 10 o the

auditing device 02 A pattern, in some examples, includes a reference image of a product, a

graphical r prese ation of a product, logos/brand information depicted on product



packaging, etc. In some examples, h candidate pattern selector 212 selects patterns to

download (e,g., downloaded patterns) based on a store and/or a type of store being audited

and/or user performing the audit some such examples, the candidate pattern selector 2 2

selects and downloads the downloaded patterns to the a iu og device 102 prior t the ser

beginning the shelf audit. I some examples, th candidate pattern selector 212 selects

downloads the downloaded patterns after the audit is initiaiteed. n so e examples, the

candidate pattern selector 212 selects a firs set of patterns (e.g., a first candidate pattern list)

from the downloaded patterns to be nsed b y an example product identifier 2 4 (described in

farther detail below) to evaluate a first region of interest (e.g a first product shelf). In some

sxich examples, the first set of patterns i selected o th downloaded patterns based on a

product type or a store type associated with the product shelf being evaluated, in some such

examples, the product type is designated by an p from a user i the user interface,

| lB n so e examples, in response to a verification of the products identified by

the product identifier 2 : .4 in the first region of interest, the candidate pattern selector 232

receives an indication of the patterns used b the product identifier 214 during the evaluation

of the first region of interest and/or an indication of the patterns matching products i the first

region of interest. some such examples, the candidate pattern selector 2 selects, based on

the first set of patterns and/or the received indication(s) o f the patterns associated with the

first region of. Interest, a second set of patterns (e.g., a second candidate pattern list) to be

used by the product identifier 2 to eva ate a second region o interest in th segmented

image. In so e such examples, the candidate pattern selector 212 determines a neighborhood

of the products Identified in the first region of Interest to assist n choosing the second set of

patterns. In some examples, the neighborhood for a give product: includes products (and/or

grids of products) imm ediate adjacent to and/or within a particular nu ber of grids awa

fro the given product identified in the first region of interest. I some examples, the



neighborhood of a product identified In he firs region of interest includes the products

identified in the fi region of interest, other products identified in the product shelf

ai g the given product, other products identified * verified regions of interest of th

segmented e, and/or products fi in unverified regions of interest of the

s g ented image, some examples, the candidate pattern selector 2 2 chooses the second

sei of patterns based on one or more of a product category, category level* store, etc n

some such examples, th product category, the category leve , or the store may be determined

from the segmented image and/or based on a user In some examples, the candidate

pattern selector 212 chooses a new sei of patterns to e used to evaluate different regions of

interest n the segmented image- For example, if the segmented image includes five regions

of interest, he candidate pattern selector 2 may select a new se of patterns after each of

the regions of Interest in the segmented image is verified. In some such examples, the

candidate patter selector 2 evaluates information related to the products identified in

verified iegion(s) of interest to select the new set of patterns used to evaluate a subsequent

region of interest

C ] I so e examples, the example product identifier 2,14 of the processor 202

uses image recognition techniques to identify products in, for example, a region of interest of

a segmented image, a grid of the segmented image, tc some examples, the product

identifier 214 compares the products in the regio (s of interest and/or the grkl(s) to the

respective set of patterns obtained for that region/gfid (e.g., the first set of patterns is used for

the first region of interest, th second set of patterns is used for the second region of Interest,

etc.). For example, to evaluate the products n a first region of interest, the product Identifier

214 of the illustrated example compares the products to the first set of patterns to find a

pattern that matches a prod ct in the first region o interest. In some examples, a produc that

matches a pattern s referred to as an identified product, In some examples, the product



identifier 214 displays the identified product in the corresponding grid of he segmented

image for verification by the user. A n example identified product atc ng a pattern 310 is

shown i the example image-based results 300 of FIG. 3. n some examples, the product

Identifier identifies an out-of-stock product in a segment (e.g., which has no product) based

audit .information stored a d/or retrieved for a prior audit of the shelving unit and

identifying a product previously located in th shelving unit. some such examples, the

produc identifier identifies a type of product that is out-of-stoek.

In some examples, the product identifier 214 identifies some or a l of th

products i a region of interest and/or a product shelf prior to displaying the identified

products to the user In the segmented image via the user interface, in some such examples,

the product identifier 214 determines a confidence level indicating the certainty that the

products identified in the .region of interest are accurate. In some examples, the confidence

level is determined as described in, for example, International Patent Application No

PC ' S2 15/ 0i l 9 (International Patent Publication No. ) titled Product Auditing In

Point of Sale Images and .filed on September .1.0, 20.1.5, which is hereby incorporated by

reference in its entirety. In o examples, the product identifier 214 displays the confidence

level rs th region of interest in the segmented image via the use nterface In some

examples, the product Identifier 2.1.4 prompts the user to verify, via the user interface, that the

identified product is correct and/or to select a correct product to replace the identified product

via the user interface,. In some examples when the product identifier 214 identifies a product,

the product identifier 214 also displays other potential matches for the product, via the user

interface, and prompts the user to select the correct product to he the identified product, one

of the other displayed potential matches or a different product entered b y the user. In some

such examples, f the potential matches are not the correct product, the user m a us the

camera 204 to the barcode of the product and/or may enter the product information



manually. n some example?;, if a product the region of interest does not match any

patterns, the product ntifiet creates a new pattern corresponding to that product using

information entered by the user. In some such examples, the new pattern is communicated to

the pattern database 1.06.

3 | In some examples, the processor includes an example ke performance

indicator (KPI) definer 216. In some e , the example KPI fe 2 6 computes key

performance indicators (KPIs) based on th shelf audit. In some examples, the KM defer

216 receives i for ation related to the identified products (e.g., facings (e.g., a side(s) of the

product facing outward fro the shelf), location, assortments, share of shelf, etc.). In so

examples, th KP definer 216 computes the number of products (e.g., the total number of

products and/or the number of each type of product), l t som examples, the KP definer 2 6

computes metric information (e.g., dimensions of the product) related to the products on a

product shelf n some examples, the KPI definer 216 compiles information (e.g., puted

info nation and/or received information) related to the product shelf audit. In so e such

examples, th KPI definer 2 6 determines the output KPis based on the Information. I som

examples, the KPI definer 216 compares the output KP!s to target KP s. In some such

examples, the target KPIs are pre- defined and/or designated by the use? prior to the audit

some examples, the output KPIs are transmitted to the central server 104. In some such

examples, the output KP ar queued for transmission to the central server 04 whe the

auditing device .102 is connected via a network connection,

0 34! In some examples, the KP defer 216 creates a to-do ist including tasks to

be completed by the user. In som examples, the KP s are displayed by the use interface

based on the type of KPI (e .g. tasks, assortment, share of shell promotions, prices, and

position). For example, FIGS, 4-6 and 9-11 Illustrate example depictions of the KP

displayed in lists via the user interface of the auditing device 102 In some examples, th



KPIs a r modifiable using the lists displayed via the user interface, In some such examples,

the KP deflner 216 prompts the user to edit the KPIs. For example, in F IG 5 , a user may

select the value 506 corresponding io the number of each product on he she l changes

the value. n some such examples, changing the value 50 also updates the percentage value

508 corresponding the product I som examples, some KPIs, such as the share of shelf and

position KPIs, include image-based KPI result m the user interface of the auditing devic

102 (as shown i FIGS. 7 8, and 12). n some such examples, the KPIs are modifiable using

either the listed KPI results display or the corresponding image-based KPI results display.

3 5J n some examples, the processor 202 includes an example resells analyzer

218. The example results analyzer 218, evaluates the segmented i age and/Or the usage

based results to determine w hethe the product identifier 2 4 has completed evaluation of the

regions of interest or grids of the segmented images and/or the image -based results. In some

ex a ples the results analyzer 218 determines if the user has verified all o f the regions of

interest and/or grids in the segmented image and/or the image-based results. In so e

examples, th results analyzer 2 additionally or e a determines If KP s are to

be evaluated b y the user and/or whether the user i to provide additional input based on the

KPIs. f some examples, the results analyser 2 S communicates with th central server 104,

via the I interface 208, to transmit the final results to the cen tra server 104.

£ 3 In some examples, the processor 202 e.h des an example storage device 220,

In so e examples, the storage device 22 is in communication with the example i age

seg e tor 210, the example candidate pattern selector 2 12, the example product identifier

2 , the example KPI definer 216 the example results analyzer 218, the camera 204, the

display 206, and/or the / interface 208. n som examples, the camera 204 communicates

images (e.g., po t of sale images captured b y the user) to the storage device 220 for later

transmittal to the central server 04 some examples, the image segmentor 210 receives the



point-of-sale images from the storage device 220. I other examples, the image segmentor

210 stores a segmented image in the storage device 220 for later evaluation and/or later

transmittal to the central server 104 sc ie examples, the candidate pattern selector 212

downloads patterns from the pattern database 10 to the storage device 220 and/or retrieves

patterns from th storage device 220 to create candidate pattern lists, some examples, the

product identifier 214 stores image-based results (e.g., results not yet verified) to be presented

to the user n the storage device 220. In some examples, the P define* 216 stores target

KPIs and/or output KPI in the storage device 220. In some examples, the results analyzer

218 stores final results (image-based results and/or KPIs) in the storage device 220 for

transmittal to the central server 104.

f ? F G. 3 is an example image-based result 300 viewable in an example user

interface implemented by the auditing device 102 of FIGS, 1 and/or 2 for interactive product

auditing. The example image-based resul 300 is created using an example point-of-sale

image 302 which is a . ackgroun layer in the illustrated example. In the illustrated example,

the image-based result 300 depicts a product shelving unit 304 including on or more regions

of interest 3 6. In some examples, a region of interest 306 includes one or more grids 308. In

the example image-based result 300, a displayed grid 308 includes a candidate pattern 310

matched to the produet(s) in the .grid 3 8. n some examples, the grid 308 includes more than

on instance of an individual product 312. In so e -examples, the image-based result 3 0

includes an error, such -as a product 314 that has not been properly segmented. In some

examples, the image-based result 300 includes an indicator 3 indicating whether the user

has reviewed the region of interest 306. In some such examples, when the user has verified

the products region of interest 3 6 are correctly identified, the indicator 31 includes a

slgnifier 318 (e.g., a check mark) that the user has approved the region of interest 306. In

some such examples, when the user has no reviewed the region of interest 306, the indicator

1



6 signifies that the region of interest 306 is not reviewed In some examples, when the

region of interest 3 6 has ot been evaluated, the indicator 6 signifies that the region of

interest 306 i pending In some examples, the indicators 3 include respective

confidence level 320. n so e examples, the i ag -based result 300 includes an edi button

322 to enable the user to edit the image-based result 300. n some examples, the image-based

result 300 includes a KP button 324 that, when selected, displays a KM viewer the user

interface.

ΘΘ3 FIG. 4 is example to -do list KP 0 viewable in an example user interface

Implemented by the auditing device 1 2 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2 . In some examples, the to-do list

KPI 400 Includes a title 402 to indicate which KFI the user is viewing. The example to-do list

KP 400 includes a list of products 404 related -to tasks to be performed by th user. In some

examples, the to-do list KPI 400 include a legend 406 to provide instructions to the user

related to the tasks. In the d example, a product in the ist inc des an indicator 408

(e.g. ? · indicating that the user is add an indicated number of units (e.g., one unit) of

th product to the shel In the illustrated example, another product in the l st includes an

indicator 4.10 (e.g., " indicating that the user is to remove an indicated number of units

(e.g.. one unit) of the product to the shelf. In so e examples, the to-do list KFI includes a

warning 412 to indicate that he user needs t complete one or ore tasks before leaving the

store. I some examples, the to-do lis KPI 400 includes back button 4 t return the user

to the previous view in the user interface.

|ββ3· FIG. 5 is m example assortment KPI 500 viewable in an example user

interface implemented y the auditing device .102 o F GS 1 and/o 2. n some examples, th

assortment KP 50 includes a title 502 to indicate which KP the user is viewing. The

example assortment K I 500 includes a list of products 504 including number of units 506

for each product and percentage 508 of the units identified in ihe shelving unit being



audited. n som e the percentage 508 is based o the of uni ts 506 of th

product thai are on the example product shelving unit 304 of FIG, 3, In some examples, the

user may change the number of product units 506 by selecting- the number of units 506 and

using a pop-up nput window (e,g., a keyboard) to adjust the u ber of units 506. e

examples, the assortment M 500 includes one or m rt view-switching buttons- 510. In the

illustrated example, the view switching buttons 10 inc de a level button 512 and a product

button- 5 , In some examples, th level vie displays the products based on the region of

interest (e.g.., shelf in which th product s located, i some examples, the product view, a

illustrated n the example assortment P 00 displays the products in a defined order (e.g.,

by products having the most units). n so e examples, the assortment KM 500 includes a

hack button 516 to return the user to the previous vi in the user interface.

f h FIG. 6 is an example share of shelf KM 600 viewable in. an example user

interface implemented by the auditing device 2 of FIGS. and/or 2. I some examples, the

share of shelf KPI 600 incl udes a title 602 to indicate which KPI th user is viewing. some

examples, the share of shelf KPI 600 includes a graph 604 representing the shar of shelf

occupied by specified product over time. In the illustrated example, the graph 604 includes

entries based on a monthly basis in some examples, the shar of shelf for product is

visually compared to a target share of shelf 606 using the graph 604. In some examples, the

share of shelf KP 600 includes a list of products 608 associated with the graph in some

examples, the share of shelf KP 600 displays the share of shelf measured during the last visit

n a first column 610. In som examples, the share of shelf measured during the current audit

is displayed in the second column 612 o the share of shelf KF1 600. in some examples, a

target share of shelf (e.g., within a tolerance, which may be the same or different for different

products) is displayed in the third column 614 . n some examples, an indica tor of whether the

measured share of shelf meets the target share of shelf i displayed in a fourth column 616. In



some examples, the user ca change the share of shelf values g the measured share of

shell from the current audit 6 .12 the targe t share of shelf 6 } by clicking on the values and

using a pop-up window to enter a new share of shelf value. n some examples, the share of

shelf KPI 60 includes o or more view-switch g t 616. I the illustrated example,

the view switching buttons 616 include a level button 6 8 and a product butto 620. n some

examples, th share of shelf K P 600 includes a back button 622 to return the user to the

previous view i the user interface.

[0 4 1J FIGS. 7 a d 8 depict an example share of shelf image-based KPI 0 viewable

in an example user interface implemented y the auditing device 102 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2 . n

so e examples, the share of shelf image -based KPI 70 is displayed to the user to enable the

user to change the share of shelf of one or more products identified in the product shelving

unit 04 of F C 3 . or exa ple in the illustrated share of shelf image-based KP 700 the

share of shelf for Kleenex Cottonei e Toilet Paper 702 is changed from 73 cm in FIG. 7 to

100 cm in F G. 8. In response to the change of the share of shelf for Kleenex o ne ie®

Toilet Paper 702, th share of shelf for Pepsi™ 704 changes from 6 c n FIG. 7 to 33 cm

in FIG. 8, n som examples, an unspecified share of shelf 706 is editable the user to include

shares of shelf for different products on the she lf n some examples, the share o she f image -

based KPI 700. includes an edit button 708 to enable the user to edit the respective shares of

shelf of th products. n some examples, the share of shelf image-based KP 700 includes a

back button 710 to return the user to the previous view in the user interface.

42l FIG. 9 is an example promotions KPi 900 viewable i an example user

interface implemented by the auditing device . 0 2 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2 , In some examples, the

promotions KPI 900 includes a title 902 to indicate which K P the user is viewing. In some-

examples, the promotions KPI 900 includes a list of products 904 for which promotion(s)

and/or discount(s) are currently available. In some examples, each product k t the list



corresponds to indicator (e.g.. a "Yes" or " to indicate to the user whether the product

is in a current promotion. In some exa ples the promotion KPI 900 includes a back

button 906 to return the user to the previous view in the user interface.

|¾043 FIG. 10 is an example prices KFI 100 viewable in an example user interface

implemented by the auditing devic 102 of BIGS. 1 and/or 2, In some examples, the prices

K I .100 includes a title 1002 to Indicate which KPI the user i viewing. In some examples,

the prices K P .000 includes st of products 04 inc ding a price indication 1006 for

each product. I so examples, th prices KFI includes an edit: button 1008 to enable the

user to edit the prices, in some examples, the prices KP 1000 Includes a bac button 1 0 to

return the user to the previous view in the user interface.

i F X? 11 s an example position KPI 1100 viewable in an example user

interface implemented the auditing device 102 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2. In some examples, the

position KPI 0 includes a title 02 to indicate which KPI the user is viewing. I some

examples, the prices K I 1 00 includes a list of products 104 including a position indication

. 06 indicating a position on the product shelf for each product. In some examples, th

indicated position includes eyes (e.g., corresponding to an e e -level position, a top-level

position, etc.) 1108, hands (e.g., corresponding to a .hand-level position, a mid-level position,

etc) 1 0 , or floor (e.g., corresponding to a oor eve position, a bottom-level position, etc)

11 1.2 , which define different positions of the shelving unit 304. In some examples, the

indicated position ay include a combination of eyes 1 08, hands 1110, or floor 1112. For

example, a product on a shelf between .an eyes 1108 location and a ha ds 1110 location ma

indicate the product s 50% in eyes 110 8 and 50% in hands! 1 .10. In some examples, the share

of shelf KPI 1100 includes one or mor view-switching buttons 1 14 In the illustrated

example, th view switching buttons 1 14 include a level button 1116 an a product button

11 IB. In so e examples, the position KPI 1 . 0 includes ack button 1120 to return the user



to the previous view in the ser interface, In some examples, the prices KPI \ 0 includes an

auxiliary button 1.1.22.

{ 45J FIG. depict an example position image-based KP 1200 viewable in an

example user interface i pleme ed by the device 102 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2. In some

examples, he user uses the auxiliary button . .12 of FIG 1 to view the position image-

based KP 1200. In so e examples, the user uses the position image based KPI 1200 to view

the position regions including an eyes region .1202, a hands region 1204, and a feet region

06 , In some examples, the user ay edit the size and/or locations of the regions 1202,

204, and 1206, In some such examples, an edit button 08 enables the user to edit the

regions 02 , 204, and 1206. n som examples, the position image-based KP 1200

includes a back button 1210 to return the user to the previous view in the user interface,

[0046] While an example manner of implementing the auditing device 102 of FIG. I

is illustrated in. FIG, 2 , one or ore of th elements, processes and/or devices illustrated in

FIG. may be combined, divided, re-arranged, omitted, eliminated and/or implemented in

any other way. Further, the example processor 202, : the example camera 204, the example

display, 206, the example I/ interface 208, the exampl image segmentor 210, the example

candidate pattern selector 212, the example product identifier 2:1.4, the example KPI definer

2 , the example results analyser 218, the example storage device 220, and/or, more

generally, the example auditing device 102 may be implemented by hardware, software,

firmware and/or any combination of hardware, software and/or firmware. Thus, for example,

m y of the example processor 202, th example camera 204. the exa ple display, 206, the

example I/ interface 208, the example image segmentor 210, the example candidate pattern

selector 212, the example product identifier 2 14, the example KPI definer 216, the example

results analyzer 2 , the example storage device 220 a d/or, more generally, the example

auditing device 102 could e implemented by one or more analog or digital cifeuit(s), logic



circuits, programmable processors), application specific integrated circ nit ) (A (

programmable logic de ce s) (PLD(s)) and or field programmable logic device(

( P D(s ), Whe reading any of apparatus or syste claims of this pate t to cover a

purely software -and/or firmware implementation, a least one of the example processor 202,

the example camera 204, th example display, 206, the example I/ interface 208, the

example image seg ntor 2 .0 the example candidate pattern selector 2 , the example

product identifier 2 4, the example de er 216, th example results analyzer 218, the

example storage device 220, and/or, more generally, the: example auditing device 102 is/arc

hereby expressly defined to include a tangible computer readable storage device or storage

disk such as a memory, a digital versatile disk ( B), a compact disk (CD), a Bln~ray disk,

etc. storing the software and/or firmware. Further still, the example auditing device 102 of

FIG 1 may include one or more elements, processes arsd/or devices in addition to, or instead

ο those illustrated in FIG 2, and/or may include more than one of any or all of the

illustrated ele e ts, processes and devices

P 47| Flowcharts representative of example machine readable instructions for

implementing the example auditing device 102 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2 ar shown in FIGS, 13-1.5

In these example, the machine readable instructions comprise a program or programs for

execution by a processor such as the processor 1602 shown in the example processor

platform . 600 discussed below in connection with FIG, 16, The program may be embodied n

software stored on a tangible computer readable storage medium such a a CD-ROM., a

floppy disk, a hard drive, a digital versatile disk (DVD), a - y disk, or a memor

associated with the processor 02, but the entire program or programs and/or parts thereof

could alternatively be executed by a device other than the processor 1602 and/o embodied in

firmware or dedicated hardware. Further, although the example program is described with

reference to the flowchart illustrated i FIGS, 13-15, many other methods of implementing



the example d ing device 102 the l processor 202, the example camera , ti e

example display, , the example I/ interface 208, the example im ag seg e t r 2 0 . th

example candidate pattern selector 212, the example product identifier 214, the example K

delmer 2 , the example results analyzer 218, and/or the example storage device 220 may

alternatively be used. For example, the order o execution of the blocks a be changed,

and/or so of the blocks described may be changed, eliminated, or combined..

j¾ 4 3 | As mentioned above, the example processes of F GS. 13-15 ma e

implemented using coded instructions (e.g., computer and/or machin readable instructions)

stored on a tangible computer readable storage medium such as hard disk drive, a Hash

memory, a read-only memory (ROM), a compact disk (CD), a digital versatile disk (DVD),

cache, a random-access memory (RAM) and/or any other storage device or storage disk in

which information is stored for duration (e.g., for extended time periods, permanently,

for brief instances, for temporarily bufferings and/or for caching of the information). As used

herein, the term tangible computer readable storage medium is expressly defined to includ

any type of computer readable storage device and/or storage disk and to exclude propagating

signals and transmission media. As used herein, "tangible computer readable storage

medium" and "tangible machine readable storage medium" are used interchangeably,

Additionally or alternatively, the example processes of FIGS. 13-15 ma implemented

using coded instructions (e.g., computer and/o machine readable instructions) stored on a

no -transitory computer and/or machine readable medium such as a hard disk drive, a flash

memory, a read-only memory, a compact disk, a digital versatile disk, a cache, a random-

access memory and/or any other storage device or storage disk in which information is stored

for a y duration (e.g., for extended time periods, permanently, for brief instances, for

temporarily buffering, and/or for caching of the information). As used herein, the term eon-

transitory computer readable medium is expressly defined to include any type of computer



readable storage device a d/ storage- disk and to exclude propagating signals and

transmission media. A s used herein, when the phrase "a least" is used as the transition term

in preamble of a , i s open-ended n th same manner as the term "comprising" is

open ended.

£0049) FIG. 13 is ow r i 300 representative of example oiac ne read b e

instructions for interactive product auditing tha may be executed by the example auditing

device 10:2 of FIGS. and/or 2, Th instructions begin execution with the example camer

204 capturing a point of sa e image (block 02). The example camera 204 transmits the

point of sale image to the mage segmentor 210 and the image segmentor 2 0 creates a

segmented image from -the point of sa e image (block 304) The exa ple candidate pattern

selector 2 selects a first set of patterns to be used to evaluate th product shelf (block

. 06 . The results analyzer 218 determines if any regions of interest of the segmented Image

have not been evaluated (block 1308), If the results analyzer 2 determines that there are

regions of interest that are unevakiated (block 308 , th product identifier 214 uses image

recognition to identify products in the region of interest (block 13 . ) . n the illustrated

example, the product identifier 214 estimates a confidence level associated with the identified

products in the regio of interest (block 3 2), The example results analyzer 2 8 determines

if any grids in the region of interest are to be reviewed by the user (block 13 14) if the results

analyzer 2 determines that there are grids to b reviewed b y the -user b lock 1314)» the

product identifier 2 receives input fro ihe user related to the .products identified in the

grids (Mock 1 16). the results analyzer 2 determines that there are no grids to be

reviewed b y the user, th example candidate pattern selector 2 1 identifies patterns related to

the products identified the grid (block 13 ), The example candidate pattern selector 212

updates the set of patterns to he used during the product audit based on the identified patterns

(block 1320). Execution returns to block 1308



j If the results analyzer 218 t «« l»e n block .1308 that there are more

regions of iruerest to be evaluated, the KPI de ner 216 de e output P based on the

products identified during ihe shelf audit a d updates th output P s based on user input

(block 1322). The ex-ample results analyzer 21 displays the final results (e.g., the i age-

based results a d/or the KPis) to the user the user interface of the auditing device 102

(block 24) . The example results analyzer 2 8 then determines if the user ade any changes

to the final results (bloc 326). If changes were to th final results, the instructions

return to block 1324. If no changes were made to th final results, the example results

2 determines f there are more product shelves In the store to evaluate (block

1328 ). if the results analyzer .218 determines that there axe more product shelves o evaluate

(block 1326) execution returns to block 1302, If the results analyzer 218 determines that

there are no more product shelves i the store to evaluate, the res s analyzer transmits

the resells to the central server 104 pock 1330), Execution of the program of G, 13 theft

ends.

| 05 ! | P G. 4 is a flowchart representative of example machine-readable

instructions or updating a candidate pattern list in block 1320 of F G, 13 and that may be

executed by the example auditing device 102 of F G, . The instructions begin execution with

the example candidate pattern selector 2 receiving th user input related to a reviewed

region of Interest (block 1402). The example results analyzer 21 verifies that all grids in the

region of interest have been reviewed (block 04) The example candidate pattern selector

212 receives the resul ts of the region of interest. Including an indication of the patterns

matched to products in the region of interest (block 1406). Th example candidate pattern

selector 2 2 reviews the products identified in the region of interest and the patterns matched

to the products (block 1408), The example candidate pattern selector 212 analyzes the

neighborhood of the product in the region of interest (block 1410). The candida te pattern



selector 2,12 the segmented image for additional (e.g., of

products not analyzed, brand m orn tion for identified products, etc.) to be used to update

set of patterns (block 1412), The candidate patters selector 212 creates ne set of patterns

to use to audit th product shelf to replace the first set of patterns used to audit the product

shelf (block 1414). The candidate pattern selector 212 determines f . ore regions of interest

have been received (block 1416), f more regions of Merest have been received (block 4 6),

execution returns to block 1404 f no more regions of Interest hav been received, execution

of the program o FIG, 14 ends.

[08S2] F G. 5 is a flowchar representative o example machine-readable

instructions for updating key performance indicators in block 1.3 22 of F - 3 and tha a

be executed by example auditing device . 2 of F GS 1 and/o 2. The instructions begin

execution with the example definer 216 identifying th position of the one or mo e

products (block 1502). The example definer 216 estimates metric data (e.g., dimensions

of a product, share of shelf of a product) for on or more products (block 1504). The example

KPI definer 2 determines a number of products i a region of interes (block 1506). The

example define? 216 compares the -output KF s calculated in blocks 1502 to .1506 to

target KFIs designated by he user (block 0 ) . Th example results analyzer 2 .8 prepares

the results for transmittal to the central server 104 (block . 5 10 ) The example KPI definer

216 displays the output KPI(s) to the user via the user interface and modifies the output.

P (s) as appropriate (block 15 12) The example KPI definer 216 receives input from the

user related to the output KP s (block 14) . The example results analyzer 2 18 determines if

any P s eed to be reviewed by the user (block 1516). If th results y 218 determines

there are KPIs to be reviewed b y th user (block 15 6) execution returns to block 1514, In

the results analyzer 218 determines there are o r or KFIs to be reviewed b the user (block

1615), execution of th program of F G . 5 ends.



j¾ 5 3 J FIG. Is a block diagram of an example processor platform 1 00 structured

to execute the Instructions of FIGS 13-13 to ple en the auditing device 102 of FIGS. 1

and/or 2,. The processor platform 1600 can be, for example, server, a personal compute?, a

mobile device (e.g., a cell phone, a smar phone, a tablet such as an Pa a persona!

digital assistant (PDA), an internet appl a ce, a digital video recorder, a personal video

recorder, or any other type of computing device.

005 4] The processor platform 00 of the illustrated .example includes a processor

1602, The processor 202 of the illustrated example is hardware. For example, the processor

1 02 can be implemented by one or more integrated circuits, logic circuits, microprocessors

r controllers from any desired famil or manufacturer n the i st a ed example, the

processor 1600 executes example instructions 632 corresponding to the example instructions

of FIGS. 13, 14, and/or 15 io implement the example auditing device processor 202, the

example image segmenior 210, the example candidate pattern selector 212, the example

product Identifier 214, the example KPI defmer 216, and/or the exa ple results anal er 218.

005 The processor 1602 of the illustrated example includes a loca memory . 13

(e.g., a cache). The processor 602 of the illustrated example is in um a ion with a

i memory including a volatile emory 16 .14 and a non-volatile memory 16 16 v a a b

1618, The volatile memory 614 may be implemented by Synchronous Dynamic Random

Access Memory (SDRAM), Dynamic Random Access Memor (DRAM), RAMBUS

Dynamic Random Access Memory (RDRAM) and/or any other type of random access

memory device. Th non -vo ti e memory 16 6 may be implemented by flash memory

and/or any other desired type of memor device, Access to the ma memory .1614, 6 16 is

controlled by a memory controller.

1005 ) The processor platform 1600 of the illustrated example also includes an

interface circuit 1620, The interface circuit 620 may e implemented by any type of



Interface standard, such as an Ethernet interface, a universal serial bus (USB), and/or PC

express interface.

5 | n the illustrated example, one or more input devices 1622 are connected to the

inter face circuit 1620. The input device(s) 162 perrnit(s) a user to enter data and commands

nto the processor 16 2 The input deviee(s) can he implemented by, for exa pl , an audio

sensor, a microphone, camera (still or video), a keyboard, a bntion, a mouse, touchscreen,

a track-pad, a trackball, isopoini and/or a voice recognition system, in the illustrated xamp le,

the one or more input device 1622 includes th example camera 204,

|0O58J One or more output devices 1624 are also connected to the interface circuit

620 of the illustrated example. The output devices 1624 can be implemented, for example,

b display devices (e.g., a light emitting diode (LED), an organic light emitting diode

(OLED), a liquid crystal display, a cathode ray tube display (CRT), a touchscreen, a tactile

output device, a light emitting diode (LED), a printer and/or speakers). The interlace circuit

1620 o f the illustrated example, thus, typically includes a graphics driver card, a graphics

driver chip or a graphics driver processor ..In the illustrated example, the one or more output

device includes the example display 206,

0059] The interface circuit 1620 of the illustrated example a so includes a

communication device s uc as a transmitter, a receiver, a transceiver, a modem and/or

network interface card to facilitate exchange of data with external machines (e.g., computing

devices of any kind) via a network 26 (e.g., an Ethernet connection, a digital subscriber

line (DSL), a telephone line, coaxial cable, a cellular telephone system, etc.). In the illustrated

example, the interface circuit 1620 implements the example /O interface 208,

j ! The processor platform 00 o the illustrated example also includes one or

more ass storage devices 28 for storing software and/or data. Examples of such as

storage devices 1628 include floppy disk drives, hard drive disks, compact disk drives, Bin-



ray disk drives, RA D , and digital versatile disk (DVD) drives. In some

the mass storage devi e(s 628 and/or the volatile memory 614 implement example

storage device 220,

I6 f The coded instructions 32 of S 13-15 may b stored the ass storage

device 1628-, the volatile memory 14 in the non-volatile memory 16 6, a d/or OH a .

removable tangible readable storage medium as a CD or DVD.

| > 2 ] F the fo regoi g it wil appreciated that the above disclosed example

methods, apparatus and articles of manufacture can reduce th overall cost of e

shelf audits by no requiring complex infrastructures to perform the image recognition.

Additionally, the example methods, apparatus;, and/or articles of manufacture disclosed

herein reduce the amount of offline manua intervention required to review and verify the

results, which is traditionally very costly. The example methods, ap par us and/or articles of

manufacture disclosed herein can also reduce the amount of time between collecting the

information d obtaining the final results

{0063] Although certain example methods, apparatus and articles o manufacture

have been disclosed herein, the scope of coverage of this patent is no limited thereto, On the

contrary, this patent covers ai methods, apparatus and articles of manufacture f ir tailing

within the scope of th claims of this patent.



What Is: Claimed Is:

1. An interactive product auditing method comprising:

performing, with processor of an auditing device, image recognition based on a first

set of candidate patterns accessed by the auditing device to identify a first product depicted in

a first region of interest of a segmented image;

prompting, with the processor of the auditing device, a user to e ter user input

associated with a first grid of the firs region of interest displayed on a display of the auditing

device, the first grid including the firs product ; and

determining, with the processor of the auditing device, a second set of candidate

patterns to use to identify second product in a second region of interest of the segmented

image, the second set of candidate patterns being determined based on the use input and a

group of products identified in the segmented image in a neighborhood of the first region of

interest.

2 . The method of clai 1, further including:

displaying, on the display f the auditing device, a image-based result or the first

and second products identified i the first and second regions of interest; and

modifying the imag -based results based on the user nput

3 The method of claim 2, wherein modifying the image based results Includes changing

an identification of at least one of the first product or the second product, or changing

segment of the segmented image,

4, The method of claim 1, further including;

displaying, on the display of the auditing device, key performance indicators

providing data related to the first a d second products;

displaying a prompt t the user for a second user nput while ihe key performance

indicators are displayed on the display of the auditing device; and

3 1



odi£y ¾ at one of the key pe f r a ce indicators base on the second user

input

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the key performance indicators Include at least one of

respective shares- of she ll space o respective positions of the firs and secon products n the

segmented image,

6 . The method of claim , either including at least one of determining location of th

first and second products the segmented image, determining respective numbers of facings

of the- first and second products n the segmented image, detecting a grid in the first region of

interest that is e pty, or detecting a grid in the first region of interest tha associated with

an c t-of -sto product.

7, The method of clai wherein the. user input includes scanning a barcode associated

with the first region of interest to identify he first product.

8, The method of clai 1, wherein the first se of candidate patterns is selected based on

at l st on of a store being audited, a product category, or an auditor performing th audit,

9 The method of claim wherein the second set of candidate patterns i further

determined based on at least one of a product category or a store.

An auditing device comprising:

a display;

an inpui/oeiput interface;

a product identifier to perform Image recognition based on a first set of ca didat

patterns accessed by the auditing device to identify a first- roduct depicted in a first region of

interest of a segmented image;

a results analyzer to prompt, via the display, a user to. enter a use input via an

input/output interface, associated with a first grid of the first region of interest displayed on

the display, the first grid Including th first product; and



a candidate pattern selector to determine a second se of candidate patterns to use to

identify a second product in a second region of interest of the segmented image, the second

set of candidate patterns being determined based on the user input and a group of products

identified in the segmented i age in a neighborhood of the first region of interest

11, The auditing device of claim . wherein the results analyzer of he auditing device is

further to:

display, via the display, image -based result for the first and second products

identified in the first and second regions of interest; and

enable the user to modify the image ased results,

12, The auditing device of clai 1.1, wherein the results analyzer is to modify the image

based results by changing an identification of at least one of th first product or the second

product, or changing a segment of the segmented mage,

The auditing device of claim 10 further including a key performance indicator de iner

to:

determine key performance indicators providing data related to the first and second

products;

display the key performance indicators displayed on the display; and

prompt for a second user input to mod fy a least one of the key performa c

indicators.

14, The auditing device of claim 13, wherein the key performance indicators include at

leas one of respective shares of shelf space or respective positions of the first and second

products in the segmented image.

15, Th auditing device of claim .1.5, wherein the key performance indicator d fin r is

further to

determine a location of the first and second products in the segmented image; a d



determine respective of facings of the fi rs d second products in t h e

. The auditing device of clai ML wherein a imag seg e t r s further to;

detect a gri in the first region of Interest that is empty; and

detect a grid n the first region of interest that s associated with an o i-oi s i

product.

The auditing device of clai 10, further including a camera io:

capture point-of-sale images; and

sca a barcode associated with the first region of interest to identify the first product

18. The auditing device o f claim 10, wherein the candidate pattern selector is further to

select th first se of candidate patterns based on at least one of a store being audited, a

product category, or a user peri r i g the audit,

9 Th auditing device of claim 10, wherein th candidate pattern selector is further i

select the second set of candidate patterns based on at least one of a product category or a

store.

20. A tangible computer readable storage medium com risi g instructions that, when

executed, causes &processor of an auditing device to at least;

perform i ag recognition based on a first set of candidate patterns accessed by the

and! ing device to identif a first product depicted in a first region of interest of a segmented

image;

prompt a user to enter a user input associated with a first grid of the first region of

interest displayed on a display of the auditing device, th first grid Including the first product;

and

determine a second set of candidate patterns to us to identify a secon product in a

second region of interest of the segmented image, the second set of candidate patterns being



determined based on the user input and a of identified the segmented image-

i a neighborhood of th first region of interest,

21. The machine-readable instructions of claim 20, wherein the instructions, whets

executed, further cause the processor to

display, on display of the auditing device, an image-based fo the first and

products identified in the first and second regions of interest; a d

modify the i ge - ase results based on the user input,

22. The machine-readable instructions of claim 21. wherein the instructions cause the

processor to modify the image based resuits by changing an identification of at least one of

the first product or the second product, or changing a segment of the segmented image.

23. The machine -readable instaictions of claim 20, wherein the instructions., when

executed, further cause the processor to:

display, on the display of the auditing device key performance indicators providing

data related to the first and second products;

display a prompt to the user for a second user input while the key performance

indicators are displayed on the display of the auditing device and

modify at leas on of the ke performance indicators based on the second user input.

24. The aehine-n adab instructions of claim 23. wherein the -key performance

indicators include at least one of respective shares of shelf space or respective positions of the

first second products i the segmented image.

25. The machine-readable instructions of claim 20, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to at least one of determine location of the first and

second products i the e image, determine respective numbers of facings of the fi rst

and secon products in the segmented image, detect a grid i the first region of interest that s



, or a gri in t e first region of interest that is associated with an -stock

product,

26. The machine-readable Instructions of 20. wherein the user i includes

scanning a barcode associated with the first region of late-rest to identify the first product.

27. The machine-readable Instmctions of claim 20» wherein the first set of candidate

patterns is selected based on at least one of store being audited, a product category, or an

auditor performing the audit

28. The machine-readable instructions of claim 20, wherein the secon -set of candidate

patterns is farther determined based at least on of a produci category or a store.

29. A interactive product auditing method comprising:

perfo n g wit a processor of an- auditing device, i age recognition on a first

segmented image to Identify a first product depicted in a first region of interest of the

segmented image;

determining, with the processor of th auditing device, a key performance indicator

based o the first region of interest and product information associated with the first product;

and

prompting, with the processor of the auditing device, a user to enter a user input to

modify the key performance indicator.

30. The method of claim 29 farther including;

displaying the key performance Indicator on a display of the auditing device while

prompting the user;

modifying the key performance indicator based on the user input to e e a

modified key performance indicator; and

displaying th modified key performance indicator on the display of the auditing

device.



3 3. The of claim 3 , further including transmitting the di ied .key performance

indicator to a central server.

32. The method of claim 29, wherein the ke performance indicator is a task to be

completed by the user prior to. the user completing a store -audit, the task to provide second

information related to the first product and first region of interest.

33. The method of claim 29, farther including modifying the key performance indicator

by changing a value related to the first product, wherein th value includes at least one of an

e t -a number of facings, a share of shelf space, or a price.

34. The method of claim 33, further including displaying, via a display of the auditing

device, an image-based result including the segmented i ag and the value related to the first

product

35. The method of claim 29, farther including;

Identifying a second product i a second region of interest in the segmented image;

and

determi i g- e key performance indicator based on the first product and the second

prod act.

36 The method of claim 29, wherein determining th key performance indicator includes

at least one of determining a number of instances of the first product in the first region of

interest, estimating dimensions of the product, or identifying a position of the first

product n the first region of interest.

37 The method of clai 29, further including:

comparing the key performance indicator with target- key performance indicator:

and

displaying a result of the comparison on a display of the auditing device.

38. An auditing device comprising:



a product. Identifier to perform image recognition on a first segrnenied image to

identi first product depicted in a first region of interest o t segmented linage; and

a ke performance Indicator d iner to;

determine a key performance indicator based o the first region of

interest and product Infottnation associated with the first product; and

prompt a user to enter a user input to modify the key performance

Indicator,

39. The auditing device of claim 38 wherein the key performance indicator deflner is

further to;

display the key performance indicator on a display of the auditing device while

prompting he user;

modify the key performance indicator base on th user nput to determine a nodi ed

key performance indicator; a d

display the modified ke performance indicator on the displa of the auditing device,

40 The auditing device of claim 39, further ncl ding an inpnt/ontput interface to

transmit the modified key performance indicator to a central server.

4 . The auditing device of claim 38, wherein the key performance indicator is a task t be

completed by the user prior to the user completing a store audit the task to provide second

information relate to the product and first region of interest.

42. The auditing device of claim 38, wherein th key performance indicator definer is

further to modify th key performance indicator by changing a value related to the first

prod ct wherein the value includes at least one of an assortment a nu ber of facings, a

s re of s elf space, or price.



43 The auditing device of claim 42, further including a display of the auditing device to

display aft image-based result including the image d the value related to the first

product

44 The auditing device of claim 38, wherein th ke performance Indicator deflner i

further to;

dentif a second product in a second region of interest in the segmented image; and

determine the key performance indicator based on the first product a d the second

product.

45, The auditing device of claim 3 , wherein the key performance indicator define? is

to determine the key performance indicator by at least one of detennining a nu ber of

instances of the first product in the first regio of interest, estimating- dimensions of the first

product, or identi ing a position of the first product m the first region of interest,

46, The auditing device of claim 38, wherein the key performance indicator defi er is

further to:

compare the key performance indicator with a target key performance indicator; and

displa a result of the comparison on a display of h auditing device

47, A tangible computet readable storage medium comprising instructions that, when

executed, causes a processor of an auditing device to at least;

perform image recognition on first segmented image to identify a firs product-

depicted in a first region of interest of th segmented image;

determine a key performance indicator based on the first region of Interest and

product information associated wit the first product; an

prompt a user to enter a user input to modify th key performance indicator,

48, The machine-readable instructions of clai 47, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to:



t key p f f n indicator on a display of auditing device while

prompting the user:

modify the key Indicator based o the user input to determine a modified

key performance indicator; an

display the modified key pe orx anee indicator on the display of th auditing device,

49. The machine-readable instructions of claim 48, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to transmit the key performance indicator to a

central server.

50. The machiu -readab.le instructions of claim 47, wherein the key performance

indicator is a task o be completed by the user prior to the user completing a store audit, the

task to provide second information related to the first product and firs region of interest.

. The machine-readable instructions of claim 47. wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to modif the key performance indicator by changing a .

value related to the first product, wherein the value includes at least on of an assortment, a

number of facings, a share of shelf space, or a price.

52. The machine-readable instructions of claim 5 1, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to display, via displa of t auditing device, a

image-based result in u g the segmented image and the value related to the first product,

53. The machine-readable instructions of claim 47, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to;

identify a second product in a second region of Interest in th segmented image; and

dete ine the key performance indicator based on the first product and the second

product.

54. The machine-readable instructions of claim 4 , wherein the instructions, whe

executed, cause the processor to deter in the key performance indicator by at least one of



determining a n of of the fi product in the first regio of interest,

estimating d e si ns o the first product, or Identifying a position of the s product in the

first region of interest,

55. The machine-readable ins i ns of claim 47, wherein the instructions, when

executed, further cause the processor to:

compare t e performance indicator with a target key performance indicator; and

display esult of the comparison o a display of th auditin e
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